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Past & Future Energy Conservation Ideas 
 
 

Over the past 7 years, Emendee Tech has implemented hundreds of 
energy upgrade solutions and saved millions of dollars, including: 
 

 
 
 

HVAC (Heating/Ventilation/Air Conditioning) – savings of 10%-40%  
 

EMS (Energy Management Systems) – computer technology used to 
optimize energy performance 
 

CoGen (Cogeneration) – uses natural gas to simultaneously produce 
heat (i.e. for a swimming pool or domestic hot water) & electricity 
 

LED’s & Sensors – typical savings of 20%-50% 
 

Solar Panels – use the sun to heat water and/or generate electricity 
 

Economizers – offer energy savings for vending machines 
 

VFD’s (Variable Frequency Drives) – control the frequency & voltage 
supplied to an electric motor; similar to a gas pedal 
 

Capacitors – save energy by temporarily storing unused electricity  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Managed vs. Un-Managed Hosted Voice 
 

When considering an investment in Hosted Voice Service, it is 
important to understand the difference between Managed &    
Non-Managed options. 
 

Managed Voice provides a direct connection between the 
customer & the telecom company’s private network (similar to two 
cans and a string).  Although this type of service is more costly 
than Un-Managed Voice, the quality of service is enhanced. 
 

Un-Managed Voice is essentially a “best-effort” solution, since the 
connection to the telecom company travels over the Internet.   
 

Both types of Hosted Voice Services have optional features 
including Voice Mail to Email, Fax to Email, automatic Disaster 
Recovery, and the ability to work remotely while appearing as if 
you are in the office. 
 

 

 
 
 
 

           

 
 

 

 
 

Client Corner 
 

 

    

    Before: 112 Watts       After: 58 Watts 

Fidelco is an internationally-recognized 
leader in the guide dog industry.  CFO 
Julie Unwin was interested in cutting 
costs as well as making energy 
efficiency improvements.  The Small 
Business Energy Advantage Program 
was the perfect solution, along with 
energy supply service solutions offered 
by Emendee Tech. 
 

According to Julie, “Working with Dave 
has been a pleasure. Fidelco Guide Dog 
Foundation is always looking at cost 
saving options.  Dave recommended 
replacing all of the lighting throughout 
our campus.  These changes resulted in 
saving thousands of dollars. He made 
the process simple and easy… we 
hardly noticed that the workers were 
here. I would highly recommend 
Emendee Tech.” 

 

 


